Come build skills so that you can promote an inclusive environment for Chinese students and colleagues at UCLA by enhancing your ability to say Chinese names correctly! Hearing and pronouncing the sounds of another language can be difficult if you’re learning a language that does not share many of the sounds of the language(s) in which you are fluent. This workshop teaches you to hear and pronounce the sounds of Chinese more accurately so that you can articulate Chinese names with confidence when preferred by your students or colleagues.

TRAINING OBJECTIVES
After completing this training, participants will be able to:
• Identify Chinese names and pronounce them with greater confidence and accuracy
• Recognize the distinct characteristics of the three most common Romanization systems of Chinese
• Pronounce the "alphabet" and common combinations of letters from different Romanization systems

Date & Time: April 26, 2018 | 10:00 – 11:30 am
Location: Powell library, 285
RSVP at https://chinese-names.eventbrite.com